Introduction 56
A key aim in the study of evolutionary genetics is to identify loci that facilitate adaptation. 57
The importance of de novo mutations and standing genetic variation to the mode and tempo 58 of the adaptive process has been debated, as well as imporatnce of fixation for adaptation 59 (Jensen 2014 standing genetic variants are present in the population at low frequency, maintained by neutral 68 or slightly negative selection. Within an altered environment, these standing variants will gain 69 a selective advantage and increase in frequency in the population to reach fixation. However, 70 depending on the genetic architecture of functional traits and population structure, adaptation 71 can also be facilitated by moderate allele frequency differences at multiple genes, without 72 producing such dramatic sweep-to-fixation signatures ( fixation is avoided and many haplotypes are maintained in populations (Nei et al. 1997 ; 77 Hughes and Nei 1988 ). The first evidence for this came from studies of the major 78 histocompatibility complex (MHC), where extremely high MHC diversity results from 79 complex selective pressures exerted by diverse pathogen communities ( melanogaster, nearly 5% of the genome, and 42 genes, were suggested to be involved in an 94 150% increase in parasitoid resistance (Jalvingh et al. 2014) , whereas only few genes were 95 identified and functionally validated as the targets of selection for resistance to Drosophila C 96 virus (Martins et al. 2014) . 97 98 Here we use a genomic approach to study the genome-wide consequences of long-term, 99 bidirectional selection on a single immune trait from a base population of randombred White 100 Leghorn chickens . In brief, selection was performed for high (HAS) 101 or low (LAS) day 5 antibody production to an intravenous challenge of sheep red blood cells 102 (SRBC) (further details can be found in Siegel and Gross 1980; Siegel et al. 1982; Boa-103 Amponsem et al. 1997) . At generation 39, the HAS and LAS lines showed an average 6.5 fold 104 difference in antibody titers ( Figure 1 ). Pooled genome sequencing was carried out for each 105 6 selected line at generation 39 (HAS39 and LAS39) allowing the identification of regions with 106 high differentiation (F ST ). Due to the bi-directional selection regime, the identified selection 107 signatures would result primarily from selection on standing genetic variants (Johansson et al. 108 2010; Sheng et al. 2015) . Relaxed lines (random-mated sublines) founded for both lines at 109 generation 24 were also pool genome sequenced at generation 16 (HAR16 and LAR16). The 110 genetic effects of the sweeps were also estimated using data from an F 2 intercross between the 111 HAS and LAS lines at generation 32. S2 S4 S6 S8 S10 S12 S14 S16 S18 18 20 P0 S2 S4 S6 S8 S10 S12 S14 S16 S18
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measured through a simple hemagglutination assay (Wegmann and Smithies 1966) . Selection 140 has been carried out once every year, with approximately 120 chicks hatched per generation. 141
Between generations 1-10, 7 males and 28 females were selected to produce the next 142 generation of each line, and from generation 11 onwards, 8 males and 32 females were used. 143
Restricted truncation selection was used in each generation to reduce inbreeding (Kuehn et al. 144 2006; Zhao et al. 2012 ). Response to selection continues in HAS, whereas the LAS appears to 145 have reached a selection-plateau ( Figure 1 ). This plateau may be due to a threshold in 146 response to the SRBC challenge or a limit in the technical sensitivity of the standard 147 hemagglutination assay employed in antigen quantification (Dorshorst et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 148 2012) . Relaxed sublines from both the HAS and LAS lines were established in generation 24. 149 8 The relaxed line from the high (HAR) and low (LAR) antibody response lines were founded 150 by randomly selecting parents from the HAS and LAS lines, respectively. 151 DNA for the genomic analyses was prepared from blood samples collected from between 16-152 30 individuals from each line and pooled in equimolar ratios prior to library construction 153 (Table 1) 
Estimating the expected contribution of genetic drift to the genomic divergence between the 179 populations 180
Our experimental populations are small (Ne (1-10) = 22.4 and Ne (11-39) = 25.6), and thus will 181 increase the influence of genetic drift on shaping allele frequencies within populations and 182 confound identification of selective sweep signatures. Therefore, simulations were used to 183 estimate the expected contribution of drift to the genomic divergence between the lines. As 184 input for these simulations, we used an estimate of the expected number of independently 185 segregating regions in the final generation (39) in the HAS and LAS lines. This estimate was 186 obtained by computing the expected population recombination rates in a random-mating 39 187 generation pedigree, under the assumption that drifting loci segregate independently. Based 188 on this estimation, we expect that 1,408 regions in the genome segregate independently at the 189 final generation. Then, 10,000 simulations of drift were conducted using the Wright-Fisher 190 model on 1,408 randomly segregating bi-allelic loci, accounting for the changes in breeding-191 10 population sizes. Allele frequencies in the final simulated generation 39 were summarised and 192 the differentiation due to drift computed. Two sets of starting allele frequencies were used: i) 193 all loci at p = q = 0.5 to obtain an upperbound estimate for the effects of drift on the genome, 194 and ii) randomly assigned starting allele frequencies from a uniform distribution to obtain a 195 realistic estimate for selection starting from a random-bred population. 
Identification of associations between candidate selective sweep regions and immune-traits 224
A number of QTL and GWAS studies have earlier been performed for immunological traits in 225 chickens, including an analysis of an F 2 intercross between the HAS and LAS populations. 226
Here, we utilized the data and results from these studies in two ways to increase the 227 confidence in individual candidate sweep regions. We reanalysed the SNP association data 228 from Dorshorst et al. (2011) to compare the overlap between associations in those data and 229 our candidate selective sweeps using a multi-locus, adaptive backward-elimination model-230 selection approach (Sheng et al 2015) . Briefly, this dataset consisted of 128 individuals 231 representing the phenotypic extremes in 5-day antibody titer sampled from an F 2 intercross 232 generated by intercrossing birds from HAS32 and LAS32 that were genotyped by a custom 233 GoldenGate® Genotyping assay containing 3,072 SNP markers as described by Dorshorst et 234 al. (2011) . 235
236
In order to focus on the most informative markers that tag divergent selective sweep regions, 237
we used a subset of SNP markers that possessed an allele frequency difference > 0.7 in the 238 pooled genome sequence between HAS39 and LAS39. To further refine this subset, 239 neighbouring markers were clustered together (< 5 Mb between SNPs in a cluster, > 5 Mb 240 12 between clusters). Backward elimination was applied to clusters with more than one marker to 241 select the most significant marker as representative of the cluster region to retain in the 242 genome-wide analysis. This final refined SNP subset was analysed using the same backward 243 elimination process as in the clusters. This analysis uses a standard linear model framework, 244
starting with a full model including the fixed effects of sex and the additive effects of the 245 selected highly differentiated markers that were regressed on to log 2 transformed day 5 246 antibody titers, and the final model was decided using an adaptive 5% FDR criterium 247 (Abramovich et al. 2006; Gavrilov et al. 2009 ). 248 249
Estimating haplotype segregation within candidate sweep regions of interest 250
This experimental population has a well-documented population history and extreme genomic 251 differentiation within the defined candidate sweep regions. Appropriately, we are afforded the 252 opportunity to disentangle highly divergent haplotypes based on allele frequency differences 253 observed in the pooled genome sequencing data. Where both lines are fixed for different 254 haplotypes, these can be identified by homozygosity throughout the region and haplotypes 255 can be determined by adjusting all allele frequencies to the reference haplotype from one line. 256
In other cases, one line is fixed within a sweep region, while different haplotypes continue to 257 segregate in the other line. Here, positions are sequentially filtered on an ad hoc basis by 258 allele frequencies differing from the selected reference hapslotype present in the fixed line. 259
Allele frequencies in all lines are adjusted to reflect alternate allele frequencies from the 260 reference haplotype, allowing visualisation and inference of alternative segregating 261 haplotypes (see also Figure S1 ). As shown in the results, this approach was useful to estimate 262 haplotype-frequencies at two candidate genes. 263
264
Results 265 13
Estimating the contribution by drift to the allelic divergence between populations 266
We used simulations to estimate the expected contribution by genetic drift to the genome-267 wide divergence between the divergently selected populations in the Virginia Antibody lines 268 ( Figure S2 ). When a uniform distribution of starting allele frequencies was assumed for the 269 1,408 regions that were estimated to segregate independently in the genome of HAS39 and 270 LAS39, our similations (> 50,000 replicates) indicate that on average 47 loci (3.3% of all) are 271 expected to become fixed for alternative alleles in the divergent lines due to drift, and that 53 272 loci would reach an F ST > 0.946 (3.8%). When assuming a starting allele frequency of 0.5 for 273 all 1,408 loci, which maximizes the risk of randomly divergent fixation of loci in the lines, on 274 average 81 loci (5.7%) were fixed for alternative alleles. Here, we used F ST > 0.946 (the 95% 275 percentile of F ST values between HAS39 and LAS39) as the cutoff for identifying candidate 276 selective sweeps. 277
278
A large genome-wide footprint of selection in the divergently selected lines 279
A total of 711,149 1,000 bp windows was analysed in Popoolation2. A summary of the 280 population-statistics for the four analysed populations are provided in Table 2 . Here we 281 observed a general reduction in heterozygosity in sweeps relative to genome-wide 282 heterozygosity in the selected lines. Differentiation (F ST ) between lines was also greater 283 between the S39 populations than R16 lines. 284 285 After clustering of windows located less than 0.5 Mb apart and removing sweep-regions with 289 a single 1,000 bp window or only 2 SNPs, 224 candidate sweep regions were retained ( Figure  290 2; Table S1 ). These sweeps were analysis of the F2 intercross between HAS32 and LAS32 is indicated with red diamonds. 299 300
Many candidate selective sweep regions contain genes related with immune-function 301
The 224 candidate selective-sweeps covered in total 3,511 annotated genes. To identify 302 potential candidate adaptive genes, as well as to indicate individual candidate sweeps that are 303 more likely to have reached high frequency by selection rather than drift, we subjected these 304 to a Gene Ontology (GO) analysis. Using the DAVID GO analysis, 67 gene IDs were 305 reported to be associated with immune system processes (Table S2) , and these mapped to 46 306 candidate sweep regions (Table S1 ). The PANTHER GO analysis identified 155 gene IDs 307 associated with immune function (Table S3 ) mapping to 70 candidate sweep regions (Table  308 16 S1). When combining the results from both methods, a total of 82 candidate sweep regions 309 were found to include genes associated with immune function. Between 1 and 13 immune 310 genes were found within these regions, with the most observed on GGA 16, notably the MHC 311 region. 312 (Table S1 ). 323 324
Several of the candidate selective-sweep regions are associated with day 5 antibody titers in 325 an F 2 intercross between chickens from HAS32 and LAS32 326
We reanalyzed a previously generated dataset from an F 2 intercross from generation 32 of the 327 divergent lines. In total, 150 of the 1024 polymorphic markers were highly differentiated, 328 with an allele-frequency difference between HAS32 and LAS32 > 0.7. This SNP subset was 329 clustered into 63 regions spanned 24 chromosomes. This subset of 63 representative SNP 330 markers was fitted jointly in a whole-genome in a multi-locus, backward elimination analysis 331 to identify five SNP markers associated with the selected trait at 20% FDR threshold, while 332 four of these markers were retained in the model at the 5% FDR threshold (Table 3) . These 333 markers are located on chromosomes 1, 2, and 16. 334 335 The marker with the most significant association, rs14207559, is located close to the sweep 345 region at GGA2: 78,748,000 -78,800,500, which contains the candiadate immune gene, 346 semaphorin 5A SEMA5A (see below section). Among the markers selected by the 5% FDR 347 threshold, rs14799859 is located on GGA1 between a sweep region ended at 15,887,000 and 348 another beginning at 27,122,500, marker rs15307852 is located just outside the sweep region 349 at GGA1: 67,820, 500 -69,251,000 and marker rs14242328 falls within the sweep region on 350 18 GGA2: 119,248,000 -119,841,000, none of which contain candidate immune genes. The 351 marker rs14096690 showed only 20% FDR significance in the model, but is located the 352 sweep region GGA16: 2,000 -323,000 and notably within the candidate Major 353
Histocompatibility Complex region (see below section). 354
355
SEMA5A is a candidate adaptive gene in a selective sweep region associated with day 5 356 antibody titer 357
A SNP marker rs14207559 that is significantly associated with day 5 antibody titer is located 358 only 568 kb away from the candidate sweep region GGA2: 78,748,000 -78,800,500 ( Figure  359   S3 ). It is fixed for T in HAS39, while it segregates for T/G in LAS at differentiated 360 frequencies (0.27/0.73: T/G, Table 4 ). We explored the haplotype-structure of this selective-361 sweep in the four analysed populations in more detail where the sweep region overlaps with 362 the SEMA5A candidate gene (GGA2: 78,760,000-78,800,000 bp; Figure 3 ). In this region, 345 363 positions are fixed in HAS39, but continue to segregate in LAS39 ( Figure S3A where only one haplotype is present, in the case of LAR16 and HAR16, the blue positions 384 will have allele frequency approximate to the Haplo2. 385 The associated SNP marker rs14207559 appears to tag these major haplotypes at this 387 selective-sweep region in the F 2 population, with the G-allele tagging Haplo3, the dominant 388 haplotype in LAS39, and the T-allele tagging both Haplo1 and Haplo2 (Table 5, Figure 3) . 389
From these inferred haplotype frequencies, it appears as though Haplo3 possesses a selective 390 benefit only in LAS and would otherwise be deleterious, which was purged in the LAR line 391 after the relaxation of selection. Pairwise differentation of this region reinforces this 392 hypothesis, as LAS39 is highly differentiated from HAS39, HAR16, and LAR16, while 393 LAR16 appears less differentiated from HAS39 and HAR16 than LAS39 ( 
Longest sweep region overlaps with a deletion in TGFBR2 402
Our earlier work showed a correlation between the length of selective sweeps and their 403 contribution to adaptation in a similar long-term, single-trait selection-experiments (Sheng et 404 al. 2015) . We therefore investigated the longest candidate sweep region (GGA2: 34,856,000 -405 22 43,580,000; 8.7 Mb) in more detail. In this region, HAS39 and LAS39 are fixed for 406 alternative haplotypes across this region, as are the respective relaxed lines. This pattern of 407 fixation indicates that this region was fixed for alternative alleles within the selected lines 408 prior to generation 24, which was the founding generation of the relaxed lines. Such rapid 409 fixation suggests that this sweep might represent selection on a standing variant with strong 410 phenotypic effect. Several genes with roles in the immune system are found within this 411 region, including several cytokines, and we also detected a large structural variant within the 412 transforming growth factor beta receptor 2 gene, TGFBR2 (ENSGALG00000011442, GGA2: 413 40,385,525 -40,447,574). 414 415 By referring to RNA seq data, we identified 9 exons contributing to the transcription of 416 TGFBR2 ( Figure S4 ). Exons 2-3 and 4-5 of TGFBR2 appear to be the result from a 417 duplication. Exons 3 and 5 are identical at the sequence level, while exons 2 and 4 share over 418 90% sequence identity (intron 2-3 shares > 94% sequence identity with intron 4-5). The 419 haplotype fixed in LAS39 to have a 3 kb deletion overlapping exons 4-5 of this duplicated 420 region (GGA2: 40,414,500 -40,417,500; Figure S4 ). This haplotype is also fixed in LAR16, 421 implying that this deletion haplotype was fixed or close to being fixed by generation 24. 422 423
Major Histocompatibility Complex 424
Several studies have previously investigated the difference in MHC allele segregation 425 between the HAS and LAS lines. As such, we simply aimed to add information from the 426 pooled genome sequencing to these results. We confirmed fixation for MHC B locus B 21 427 haplotype in HAS39 and B 13 in LAS39 (Table 6 ). We also observed fixation for B 13 in 428 LAR16 but interestingly HAR16 continued to contain both B 21 and B 13 haplotypes segregating 429 at the approximate haplotype frequencies 0.73 and 0.27, respectively (Table 6) . 430 23 431 Long-term, bi-directional experimental selection is a powerful approach to gain empirical 437 insights to the genetics of complex traits. Within the quantitative genetic framework, research 438 has provided knowledge about relationships between the predicted and realized responses to 439 selection, the boundaries of selection in closed populations due to reduction in selectable 440 genetic variation and physiological limits for further response (Hill 2010; Dunnington and 441 Siegel 1996) . With the advent of large-scale molecular genetics and genomics methods, these 442 highly selected populations also become valuable models for studying how the genomes of The Virginia antibody lines are a unique experimental model-population for studying the 447 genetics of long-term selection for an adaptive immune trait in a higher vertebrate. Using 448 whole-genome re-sequencing of pooled DNA from these divergent lines, we revealed wide 449 genome involvement in the long-term selected response. Over 200 regions, covering nearly 450 20% of the genome, were clearly differentiated between the lines. The presence of such 451 extensive selective signatures in the genome is primarily the result of two key factors: firstly, 452 the selected variants were present at the onset of selection (i.e. that selection has acted on 453 standing genetic variation in the founding population), and secondly that selection acts on 454 these standing variants in opposite directions. Even in smaller breeding populations, where 455 random genetic drift will play a large role, using simulations we estimate that most (about 456 81%) of the observed genomic differentiation between the lines is expected to be due to 457 selection, assuming that the allele-frequencies at the selected loci were uniformly distributed 458 in the base population. 459 460 These extensive genome changes in this long-term selection experiment thus strongly suggest 461 that SRBC antibody response is a highly polygenic trait. The 6.5 fold difference in antibody 462 titers between the divergently selected lines has been facilitated by large differentiation at 463 many loci with standing genetic variants. This finding is consistent with the findings in the 464 Virginia body weight lines, which has been bi-directionally selected for juvenile body-weight 465 for over 55 generations. There it has been shown that selection on standing variation in a 466 highly polygenic genetic architecture was the main contributor to the long-term selection 467 response in body weight (Sheng et al. 2015) . through signalling molecules and appropriate receptors, within which there is potential for 487 many genes and genetic variants to have an effect. The identification of a large number of 488 genomic regions that are fixed for alternative allelic variants in these lines suggest not just 489 that many loci play a role in SRBC antibody production, and also that the founder population 490 harboured substantial genetic variation upon which selection could act. This supports the 491 expectation that adaptive immune traits are genetically complex, and further emphasises the 492 need to consider more than just a few key immune genes when studying immunogenetic 493 selection and adaptation even in breeding populations originating from a narrow genetic basis. 494 495 Earlier work in the Virginia Antibody lines have, however, shown that the level of antibody-496 response does not have a direct connection to a general greater immunological efficacy. For 497 example, when the lines selected for high (HAS) and low (LAS) antibody production were 498 faced with different immunological challenges, the HAS were less susceptible to the northern 499 fowl mite (Ornithonyssus sylviarum) and Newcastle Disease, but more susceptible to the 500 bacterial pathogens Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus when compared to LAS 501 ). These immunological trade-offs further emphasis the complexity of the 502 immune system, and show fixation of mutations within this selected population that would be 503 otherwise deleterious. Further, they also serve as a reminder that this study does not provide 504 insights to how and whether breeding can be used to improve the general performance of the 505 immune system, but rather that the immune-system of a particular population is likely to be 506 very adaptible when challenged with various disease challenges and that such responses are 507 likely due to selection on available variants in many genes. It is advantageous for a population 508 to have such variation in host-pathogen interactions. 509
510
We observed many genes with immunological function underlying our candidate sweep 511 regions, while many still did not. Particularly from our association analysis, while we found 512 two SNPs markers with strong association to day 5 antibody titers and closely located 513 candidate immune genes, the remaining three SNP markers were not located near immune 514 genes involved in selective sweeps. This may be a consequence of our strict GO search for 515 genes with immune function, which would not identify functional genes contributing to the 516 divergent antibody response but without GO immune function terms. In the remaining 517 sections, we will discuss a number of particularly promising candidate functional genes 518 detected in the identified sweep regions. 519 520 Semaphorin-5A 521 A sweep region located near the SNP marker (rs14207559) with the strongest association to 522 day 5 antibody titers in the F 2 intercross between the HAS and LAS lines in generation 32 523 overlaps the first 7 of 18 exons (39,676 of 136,181 bp) of Semaphorin-5A (SEMA5A, 524 27 ENSGALG00000013051). Semaphorins are a large family of secreted and membrane bound 525 proteins, originally discovered in the nervous system with a role in axon guidance (Lyu et al. 526 2015) . SEMA5A is a secreted semaphorin involved in immune regulation and the 527 pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases (Lyu et al. 2015) . It has been implicated in the 528 pathogenesis of immunological diseases such as mastitis in dairy cattle (Sugimoto et al. 529 2006) , chronic immune thrombocotypenia in humans (Lyu et al. 2015) , and 530 neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism in humans (Melin et al. 2006) . As an 531 immunoregulator, SEMA5A influences the expression of cytokines such as IFN-gamma, TNF-532 gamma and interleukins (Lyu et al. 2015) . 533
534
In the Virginia Antibody lines, the sweep region overlapping the SEMA5A gene is present in 535 at least three different haplotypes: the major haplotypes referred to here as Haplo1, Haplo2, 536
and Haplo3. Haplo3 is present only in LAS39, suggesting that the variant leading to low 537 antibody production was purged in relaxed line LAR16. This is reflected in the population 538 differentiation between the lines as well, as LAS39 is most differentiated of the lines. This 539 extent of differentiation at many markers suggests that these haplotypes were present as 540 standing variants in the base population, as opposed to a novel variant emerging in the LAS 541 lineage after generation 24 and the founding of the relaxed line. We observed only three 542 synonymous SNP sites in the coding region of SEMA5A, with the majority of sequence 543 polymorphism between haplotypes contained in intergenic and intronic regions. Taken 544 together this may suggest that the involvement of SEMA5A to the differential antibody 545 response in the Virginia Antibody lines would be due to regulatory polymorphisms where the 546 two haplotypes produce different expression levels of the SEMA5A protein, from different 547 promoter or enhancer sequences, which could impact the expression of cytokines within this 548 regulatory network, influencing an effective and specific immune response. 549 28 550
Transforming growth factor beta receptor 2 551 Earlier work in the Virginia body-weight selected lines, which have undergone a similar long-552 term experimental selection regime, has shown that the length of a selective-sweep is 553 correlated with its contribution to the adaptative phenotype. Hence, the individual sweep in 554 our study that is most likely to make a significant contribution to antibody response is the 555 long 8.7 Mb sweep region identified on GGA2. In this region, only one gene had GO immune 556 terms, the transforming growth factor beta receptor 2 (TGFBR2), making it an interesting 557 candidate gene for further study. TGFBR2 is a member of the serine/threonine protein kinase 558 family, encoding a transmembrane protein that binds the secreted protein TGF-beta. The TGF 559 signalling pathway regulates diverse biological processes during all stages of life and plays a 560 key role in growth and the immune response (Letterio and Roberts 1998; Li et al. 2006) . 561
562
We observed fixation for different TGFBR2 haplotypes in the selected lines. In-depth 563 analyses comparing the sequence data for HAS39 and LAS39 suggests that these haplotypes 564 differ by an approximate 3 kb deletion (between GGA2: 40,414,500 -40,417,500) fixed in 565 LAS39, which encompassed exons 4 and 5 of the TGFBR2 gene prediction ( Figure S4 ). 566
However, the precise length of the deletion is difficult to resolve by the short reads of our 567 pooled genome sequencing, and confounded by the historical duplication and deletion. 568
Further analyses of the relaxed lines (HAR16 and LAR16) show that the HAS and LAS 569 haplotypes were fixed for the respective variants also in the relaxed lines. This suggests that 570 the lines were fixed (or nearly fixed) already by selected generation 24 when the relaxed lines 571 were founded. The length of this sweep, together with the rapid fixation, suggests that the 572 selection acted strongly and fixation occurred swiftly, before multiple recombination events 573 could break down the linkage within this region and leave a shorter sweep. 574 29 575
The strong selection signature suggests that the TGFBR2 haplotypes might have played a 576 major role in determining antibody response, most likely due to its key function in the TGF-577 beta pathway. However, there was no evidence that this large sweep region was associated 578 with 5 day antibody titers in the F 2 intercross between HAS32 and LAS32, despite it being 579 covered by 7 segregating SNP markers that were expected to be highly informative for the 580 line difference in this region (6 markers with MAF > 0.05; 605,124 bp or greater distance 581 from the TGFBR2 annotated gene). It should be noted, however, that these SNP markers were 582 fixed or near fixed for alternative alleles in generation 39. As the population used for 583 association analysis was small, the power in this analysis was low, making it difficult to make 584 strong conclusions as to whether these haplotypes had no or only minor effects on antibody 585 response, or whether their functional significance was reliant on the genetic background of the 586 population. 587 588 Defects in TGFBR2 causes serious debilitating and fatal diseases in human, most notably the 589 autosomal dominant aortic aneurysm syndrome, Loeys-Dietz syndrome, but also increased 590 risk of cancers (Loeys et al. 2006; Levy and Hill 2006) . That none of these conditions have 591 been observed in LAS suggests that the deletion observed in LAS39 and LAR16 does not 592 completely disrupt the function of the gene or that the function of this gene is less important 593 in chickens than in humans. The deletion of only one set of duplicated exons may indicate 594 that the LAS haplotype may still result in a functional TGFBR2 protein, but with less splice 595 variability than the HAS haplotype. Adaptation to long-term, bi-directional selection on antibody response in this experimental 626 chicken population has been facilitated by standing genetic variation across many regions of 627 the genome. Although selective-sweep studies by themselves are unable to quantify the 628 contribution by individual genes and polymorphisms to adaptation, we use data from earlier 629 association and functional studies to highlight three particularly interesting candidate sweeps 630 and underlying candidate genes involved in immune surveillance (MHC) and immune 631 regulation (TGFBR2 and SEMA5A). Further work to investigate the large numbers of 632 additional immune genes that are likely to have contributed to the response to selection in this 633 experimental population would be useful to improve our understanding of selection on 634 immune traits and to unravel the complexity of their interactions. These experimental lines 635 continue to present a unique opportunity towards understanding the mode and tempo of 636 selection in a higher vertebrate organism. 637 638
